Description

To fill the gap in the low frequencies treatment that usually become problematic in smaller rooms, Artnovion developed Komodo Bass Trap.

With a absorption effect from 75 Hz to 125 Hz, the Komodo Bass Trap offers an enriched acoustic experience, helping reduce directly standing sound waves and their reflections. With a wooden finish, Komodo Bass Trap can create various artistic patterns when mounted on the side or back walls of your home cinema or living room.

Specifications

Acoustic performance:
Absorption range | Tuned Frequency:

FG
Dim. | 595x595x58m
Weight | 2.78 Kg
Units per box | 2
Box Weight | 6.75 Kg*

Installation - Mechanical
Packing Dimensions - 640x188x640mm
*Approximate

Product finishes:
Blanc  Cerise  Marron  Noir
Rouge  Wenge

Performance